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We present a systematic study of a new type of consistent ‘‘brane-world Kaluza–
Klein reduction,’’ which describes fully nonlinear deformations of codimension
one objects that arise as solutions of a large class of gauged supergravity theories in
diverse dimensions, and whose world-volume theories are described by ungauged
supergravities with-one half of the original supersymmetry. In addition, we provide
oxidations of these ansa¨tz which are in general related to sphere compactified
higher dimensional string theory or M-theory. Within each class we also provide
explicit solutions of brane configurations localized on the world-brane. We show
that at the Cauchy horizon~in the transverse dimension of the consistently Kaluza–
Klein reduced world-brane! there is a curvature singularity for any configuration
with a non-null Riemann curvature or a nonvanishing Ricci scalar that lives in the
world-brane. Since the massive Kaluza–Klein modes can be consistently decou-
pled, they cannot participate in regulating these singularities. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377272#
I. INTRODUCTION
The conventional way of extracting an effective lower-dimensional theory from a hig
dimensional one is by performing a Kaluza–Klein reduction in which the extra dimension
wrapped up into a compact space such as a torus or a sphere. Provided that the scale size
internal dimensions is sufficiently small in relation to the energy scale of excitations in the l
dimension, then the mass gap separating the massless modes from the massive ones
sufficient to ensure that the internal dimensions are essentially unobservable, and the wo
appear to be effectively lower dimensional.
If an extra dimension were noncompact then seen from the lower-dimensional viewpoint
would usually be a continuum of modes, with masses extending down to zero. One woul
mally expect that this would mean that the observable world would be the higher-dimensiona
and that one could not usefully describe it in terms of a lower-dimensional viewpoint.~We cannot
usefully view our four-dimensional space–time as being effectively three-dimensional simp
shutting our eyes to the existence of thez axis!! However, it has been shown that under suita
circumstances it may be that the continuous mass eigenvalues for the massive lower-dime
metric perturbations are distributed in such a way that the effects of the nearly-massless m
suppressed, implying that the world does in fact appear to be lower-dimensional, with only
modifications to the gravitational forced law appropriate to the lower dimension.1 In its original






























3049J. Math. Phys., Vol. 42, No. 7, July 2001 Brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductionscosmological constant in five dimensions, and patching together two segments ofAdS5 . In horo-
spherical coordinates one has
dŝ5
25e22k uzu hmn dx
m dxn1dz2, ~1!
where the 3-brane is located atz50. ~For a review on the global and local space–time structure
the codimension one objects, see Ref. 2.! It was found that gravity is effectively localized on th
3-brane corresponding to the join between the two segments ofAdS5 .
1 Specifically, it was shown
that the metric fluctuations around the flat Minkowski space–time of the 3-brane are localize
the brane.
More generally, if the flat Minkowski metric on the 3-brane is replaced by any Ricci
4-metric the five-dimensional metric will still, in the bulk, satisfy the Einstein equations wi




as a Kaluza–Klein reduction ansatz that gives a consistent embedding of four-dimensiona
Einstein gravity in five-dimensional Einstein gravity with a negative cosmological constant. In
the construction could be extended to give an embedding of four-dimensionalN51 ungauged
supergravity in five dimensions, by starting fromN52 ~i.e., minimal! gauged supergravity inD
55. Note, however, that the bosonic sector inD54 would still only comprise the metric, an
there would be no Maxwell field that could support charged Reissner–Nordstro¨m black holes. In
particular, it should be noted that one cannot get a Maxwell field as a standard type of Ka
Klein vector by writingdŝ5
25e22k uzu ds4
21(dz1A(1))2, since]/]z is not a Killing vector.
In a recent paper, it was shown that if one instead starts withN54 gauged supergravity in five
dimensions, then it is possible to construct a consistent Kaluza–Klein reduction ansatz tha
an embedding of four-dimensional ungaugedN52 supergravity on the 3-brane.3 This is a new
kind of dimensional reduction, which we shall refer to as ‘‘brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductio
It should be emphasized that it is nontrivial that aconsistentKaluza–Klein reduction of this sor
is possible,~A consistent reduction is one where all the higher-dimensional equations of m
are satisfied provided that the lower-dimensional fields satisfy their equations of motion.! and
there is no obvious group-theoretic explanation for why it should work. Two further exampl
consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions were obtained in Ref. 3, describing the e
ding of six-dimensional ungauged chiralN5(1,0) supergravity in seven-dimensional SU~2!-
gaugedN52 supergravity, and the other describing the embedding of five-dimensional unga
N52 supergravity in six-dimensional SU~2!-gaugedN52 supergravity. More generally, it wa
conjectured that it should be possible to find a consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein redu
from any gauged supergravity inD dimensions to an ungauged supergravity with half the sup
symmetry in (D21) dimensions.3
The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic construction of consistent brane
Kaluza–Klein reductions for gauged supergravity theories~with maximal supersymmetry! in di-
verse dimensions, thus in general leading to the ungauged supergravities with one-half
original ~maximal! gauged supersymmetry. In addition, the studied examples provide compa
cations on both AdS and dilatonic codimension one objects. In the first of these examples,
II, we show that five-dimensional maximal (N58) SO~6!-gauged supergravity admits a consiste
brane-world reduction to four-dimensional ungaugedN54 supergravity. Next, in Sec. III, we
show that massive type IIA supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to
dimensional ungaugedN51 supergravity. Next, in Sec. IV we show that eight-dimensional ma
mal SU~2!-gauged supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to seven-dimen
ungaugedN52 supergravity. Then, in Sec. V, we show that seven-dimensional maximal SO~5!-
gauged supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to seven-dimensional un
N5(2,0) chiral supergravity.
All the brane-world reductions that were constructed in Ref. 3, and the brane-world redu































3050 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 42, No. 7, July 2001 Cvetič, Lü, and Popegauged supergravity in this paper, are examples where the higher-dimensional theory ad
anti-de Sitter vacuum solution. By contrast, massive type IIA supergravity and the e
dimensional SU~2!-gauged supergravity that we also consider in this paper do not admit an
Sitter solutions, but instead they have dilatonic domain walls as their most symmetric ‘‘vacu
solutions. In all the cases, the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions can be thought of as
nonlinear descriptions of deformations around the anti-de Sitter or domain-wall backgrou
which the (D21)-dimensional Minkowski metric on the (D22)-brane in theD-dimensional AdS
or domain-wall vacuum is allowed to become arbitrary, along with the other necessary field
complete the (D21)-dimensional ungauged supergravity multiplet.~We should emphasize that a
with any fully nonlinear Kaluza–Klein ansatz, the reduction is not pinned to any specific solu
Although it may sometimes be convenient to think of the AdS or domain-wall solution as pla
a preferred role, it is really just one out of an infinity of solutions of the reduced theory.!
A brane-world type of Kaluza–Klein reduction can also be performed in those cases whe
p-brane cannot trap gravity. A classification of domain walls that can and cannot trap gravit
given in Refs. 4 and 5. In these cases, gravity can arise by placing thep-brane on orbifold points6
à la Hořava–Witten.7
At the level of the supergravity theory, the requirement of the consistency of the brane-
Kaluza–Klein reduction does not discriminate between whether or not the brane is capa
trapping gravity. This is analogous to the situation for a standard Kaluza–Klein reduction oS1;
at the level of the massless modes, which are the only ones retained in the consistent trun
one cannot distinguish between an extra dimension that is a circle or an infinite real lin
particular, we shall usually write the brane-world reduction ansatz, as in~2!, with an absolute-
value sign for the coordinatez, i.e., insisting on aZ2 symmetric codimension one ansatz for t
transverse dimension. Thus, there is an actual delta function source needed atz50, whose origin
lies outside the supergravity Lagrangian description. However, from the mathematical po
view we could perfectly well write the ansatz without the absolute-value sign, thus describin
bulk solution only, which would still correspond to a consistent reduction. In fact now the a
will satisfy the equations everywhere, without the need for any external delta-function so
@However, one would now lose the brane-world interpretation~at z50! of the reduced theory.#
We conclude this Introduction with Table I that summarizes the principal results tha
obtain in this paper, and those of Ref. 3.
In addition, we shall considerS1 reductions of theD58 andD57 gauged supergravities. Th
former provides a brane-world reduction fromD57 that gives the nonchiralN5(1,1) ungauged
supergravity inD56, while the latter provides a brane-world reduction fromD56 that gives the
N54 ungauged theory inD55. The brane-world reduction of theD56 SU~2!-gauged supergrav
ity was obtained in Ref. 3, as were the brane-world reductions of the SU~2!-gaugedN52 seven-
dimensional supergravity, and the SU(2)3U(1) gaugedN54 five-dimensional supergravity
These two cases are contained within reductions with larger supersymmetries that we co
here. It should be noted that an intrinsic feature of brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions i
the reduced theory never has more than half the maximal supersymmetry that is allowed
dimension. This is associated with the fact that there is always a halving of supersymmetry
brane solution of the higher-dimensional gauged or massive supergravity.





10 Massive IIA D59, N51
8 SU~2!-gaugedN52 D57, N52
7 SO~5!-gaugedN54 D56, N5(2,0)
6 SU~2!-gaugedN52 D55, N52
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GAUGED SUPERGRAVITY
A. Direct reduction from type IIB supergravity
In Sec. II B, we shall obtain the brane-world embedding of four-dimensional ungaugN
54 supergravity in five-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity, thus providing the b
world Kaluza–Klein compactification inD54 with the maximal allowed ungauged supersymm
try. However, since this five-dimensional theory is rather complicated, we shall begin in
current section by constructing the brane-world embedding of the four-dimensionalN54 theory
directly in ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity. This exploits the fact that the five-dimens
gauged theory can itself be obtained via anS5 reduction fromD510. Having done this, we sha
then be in a position to re-express our results in terms of a brane-world reduction fromD55 to
D54. From the five-dimensional viewpoint the fields that we use are the metric, the dilato
axion @which are singlets under the SO~6! gauge group#, and the two sets of six 2-form potential
Thus inD55 the 15 Yang–Mills gauge fields and the 101101208 of scalars are set to zero.
The bosonic equations of motion of type IIB supergravity can be derived from the Lagran






2 , F̂ (3)
1 5dÂ(2)
1 2x̂ dÂ(2)






1 , and we
use carets to denote ten-dimensional fields and the ten-dimensional Hodge dual*̂ . The equations





















2 2 112~ F̂ (3)
2 !2ĝMN…,
d*̂ df̂52e2f̂ *̂ dx̂`dx̂2 12 ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)
1 1 12 e
2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
2 `F̂ (3)
2 ,
d~e2f̂ *̂ dx̂ !5ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)
2 ,
d~ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 !5F̂ (5)`F̂ (3)
2 , d~e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
2 2x̂ ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 !52F̂ (5)`~ F̂ (3)
1 1x̂ F̂ (3)
2 !,
d~ *̂ F̂ (5)!52F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)
2 , F̂ (5)5 *̂ F̂ (5) . ~4!
The ungauged four-dimensionalN54 supergravity that we are seeking to embed in type
supergravity is described by the following Lagrangian~Actually this Lagrangian corresponds to
special truncation of toroidally compactified heterotic string theory where the gauge fields
original heterotic string are turned off and the momentum and winding modes of the NS
sector are identified, thus freezing the internal metric and antisymmetric two-form fields o
six-torus!:
L45R* l2 12* df`df2 12 e2f* dx`dx2 12 e2f* F (2)i `F (2)i 2 12 x F (2)i `F (2)i , ~5!
where 1< i<6, andF (2)
i 5dA(1)
i .
We find that the following is a consistent reduction ansatz that gives the embedding
four-dimensionalN54 theory in type IIB supergravity,
s
t, we
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24 V (5)14g e





g21 e2k uzu m i ~e
2f * F (2)










2 is the metric on the unit 5-sphere, which we can write in terms of six coordinatem i
that are subject to the constraintm i m i51, asdV5
25dm i dm i . The 5-formV (5) is the volume form
of the metricdV5
2, ande (4) is the volume form of the metricds4





e i j 1¯ j 5 m i dm j 1`¯`dm j 5. ~7!
The constantk ~which we take to be positive! is related to the gauge-coupling constantg of the




Substituting the ansatz~6! into the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity~4!, we find
that they are all exactly satisfied if and only if the four-dimensional fieldsds4
2, f, x, andF (2)
i
satisfy the equations of motion of ungaugedN54 supergravity, which can be derived from~5!.
Note in particular that the six abelian gauge fieldsF (2)
i satisfy the equations of motion,
d~e2f * F (2)
i 1x F (2)
i !50. ~9!






g21 e2k uzu e2f * F (2)






g21 e2k uzu F (2)
i `~dm i2g m i dz!.
@Here, we have for convenience of presentation already made use of the fact that theF (2)
i satisfy
the Bianchi identitiesdF(2)
i 50 and the field equations~9!; they can, of course, bederivedby
substituting the ansatz into the ten-dimensional equations of motion.# Next, we can write the















g25 e2k uzu e2f F (2)






g25 e2k uzu * F (2)
i `~m i V (5)2g Zi`dz!,




e i jk 1¯k4 m j dmk1`¯`dmk4. ~12!
This 4-form is the Hodge dual ofdm i in the unit 5-sphere metric,* 5dm i52Zi . Note thatZi has
the following properties:
dm i`Zj52~d i j 2m i m j ! V (5) , dZi55m i V (5) . ~13!
It is now straightforward to verify that all the type IIB ten-dimensional equations of mo
consistently yield the equations of motion of four-dimensional ungaugedN54 supergravity; in
particular, all the dependence on the coordinatesz and m i consistently matches in all the equ
tions.
It is worth noting that theN54 gauged supergravity in the four-dimensional world-volume
the D3-brane has an SL(2,Z) electric/magnetic S-duality, with the two scalars~f,x! parameteriz-
ing the SL(2,R)/O(2) coset. It is easy to see from the reduction ansatz~6! that this SL(2,Z)
symmetry of the theory in the world-volume of the D3-brane originates from the SL(2,Z) of the
original type IIB theory inD510, which is not an electric/magnetic duality.
It is of interest to see how the brane-world embedding of the four-dimensionalN54 super-
gravity that we have derived here reduces to theN52 supergravity embedding that was co
structed in Ref. 3. In theN52 theory there is just one 2-form field strengthF (2) , and the dilaton
f and axionx are absent. It is easy to see that the equations of motion forf andx in ~5! imply
that in order to setf5x50, we must have
* F (2)
i `F (2)
i 50, F (2)
i `F (2)
i 50. ~14!
The minimal nontrivial way to satisfy these conditions is by taking all but two of the six fi
strengths to vanish, and for the remaining ones, sayF (2)
1 and F (2)
2 , to be related byF (2)
2
5* F (2)
1 . If we defineF (2)
2 5* F (2)
1 52F (2) /&, and at the same time we parameterize the
coordinatesm i that define the 5-sphere as
m15sinj cost, m252sinj sint, ma5na cosj, ~a53,4,5,6!, ~15!
wherena na51, defining a unit 3-sphere, the ansatz fordŝ10
2 , Â(2)
1 , andÂ(2)
2 in ~6! become
dŝ10
2 5e22k uzu ds4




1 1 i Â(2)
2 52 12 g
21 e2k uzu sinj e2 i t ~F (2)2 i * F (2)!.
This is precisely the form of the ansatz found in Ref. 3 for the consistent brane-world embe
of four-dimensionalN52 supergravity.
B. Ungauged DÄ4, NÄ4 from gauged DÄ5, NÄ8
In the previous subsection, we considered the reduction from type IIB to the ungaugN
54 theory inD54 directly, omitting the intermediate description as a brane-world KK reduc















3054 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 42, No. 7, July 2001 Cvetič, Lü, and Popedimensional theory. We can now in fact reinterpret our results as a reduction of the ma
five-dimensional gauged theory. However, in order to avoid the full complexity of this theory
shall work with a truncation of the full set of five-dimensional fields in which just the metric,
dilaton f and axionx, and the 616 of 2-form potentials are retained. In other words, we set
15 Yang–Mills SO~6! gauge fields and the 10101208 of scalars to zero. It should be emph
sized that this is in general ani consistentruncation of the five-dimensional theory. However, w
can still work with it provided that we impose the necessary algebraic constraints on the 616 of
2-form potentials. Of course these constraints are precisely the ones thatare satisfied by the
brane-world KK reduction ansatz, now expressed simply as a reduction fromD55 to D54.
We find that the above truncated five-dimensional theory is obtained fromD510 by making






24 V (5)14g e (5) ,
Â(2)
a 5m i A2
ia ,
f̂5f, x̂5x, ~17!
wherea51,2. We immediately find from the Bianchi identity forF̂ (5) that the following equa-
tions must be satisfied:
A(2)
ia `A(2)
j b eab50, dA(2)
ia `A(2)
j b eab50. ~18!
These are the algebraic constraints alluded to above. We must impose them because we
other fields of the maximal five-dimensional theory to zero, which is in general in conflict with
equations of motion of those fields.
Substituting the ansatz~17! into the remaining equations of motion of type IIB supergravi




i2 52g e2f * A(2)
i2 ,
dA(2)
i2 5g ef * ~A(2)
i1 2x A(2)
i2 !,








i2 !2 12 g






















ia with a51 anda52, respectively.# These equations, together with th
constraints~18!, are precisely equivalent to those of maximal five-dimensional gauged super
ity, after setting the Yang–Mills fields and the 10101208 of scalars to zero. The 616 of 2-form
fields A(2)
ia satisfy first-order equations of motion, known as ‘‘odd-dimensional self-duality e
tions.’’ These, together with the constraint equations~18!, imply that the trace of the 2-form
contributions in the energy-momentum tensor vanishes;f (Amn
i1 2x Amn
i2 )(Ai1 mn2x Ai2 mn)
1e2f Amn
i2 Ai2 mn50. Note that the imposition of the constraints~18! is sufficient to ensure thatll
the type IIB equations of motion are consistently satisfied by the ansatz~17!, including the internal
and mixed components of the Einstein equations.
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2 12 g




i2 112g2 * 1. ~20!
Finally, we note that the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction of the previous subsection








g21 e2k uzu ~e2f * F (2)
i 1x F (2)





g21 e2k uzu F (2)
i ,
with f and x just reducing directly. One can easily verify that this reduction ansatz is ind
compatible with the constraints~18!.
C. Branes on the D3-brane
One can construct electric and magnetic black holes, strings and instantons inD54, N54
supergravity. They become branes on the D3-brane~i the near-horizon region! when they are
lifted back toD510. We analyze these solutions in this section.
Case 1:SL(2,Z) dyonic black holes on the D3-brane:We can use one of the six 2-form fiel
strengths to construct an electric or magnetic black hole. As a concrete example, let us cons
electric black hole supported by the field strengthF (2)
1 . Once the solution is lifted back toD
510, it becomes
dŝ10




















wherem1 is one of the coordinatesm i for S
5 appearing in the ansatz~17!, corresponding to our
choice to consider a black hole supported byF (2)
1 . Starting with the electric black hole, we ca
then apply the SL(2,R) symmetry to get a multiplet of dyonic black holes, where the electric
magnetic charges are carried by the same 2-form field strength. The metric of this dyonic so
remains unchanged, but the charge configuration alters.
Case 2: Threshold dyonic black holes on the D3-brane:I D54, N54 supergravity, one can
also construct a multicharge black hole solution, where the electric charge is carried by one
field strength, sayF (2)
1 , and the magnetic charge is carried by another, sayF (2)
2 .8 @Note that the
generating technique, as employed, for example, for the four-charge solution9 of toroidally com-
pactified heterotic string, may allow for a construction of more general dyonic black holes wi










































Case 3: String on the D3-brane:A magnetic string~four-dimensional domain wall!, supported
by the axion, exists in the four-dimensional supergravity theory. Lifting this solution backD





24 V (5)14g e
24kuzu rH dt`dx`dr`du,
ef̂5H21, x5Q u ,
H511Q log r . ~24!
This solution is a non-standard intersection of a D3-brane and D7-brane, where there is no
transverse space. It should be distinguished from the solution describing a D3-brane in th
brane, which has a two-dimensional overall transverse space.
Case 4: Instanton on the D3-brane:The axion in theD54 theory also supports a BP
instanton solution when the theory is Euclideanized. The axionbecomes imaginary under thi
procedure, the metricds4
2 becomes purely flat Euclidean space, andF̂ (5) becomes complex, sinc
in ten Euclidean dimensions a real 5-form cannot be self-dual.
III. NÄ1 SUPERGRAVITY IN DÄ9 FROM MASSIVE TYPE IIA
A. D8-brane in massive type IIA theory
The highest dimensional D-brane that can be found in any supergravity theory is the D8
in massive type IIA supergravity. This theory was constructed in Ref. 10, but in a formul
where there is not a straightforward massless limit to ordinary type IIA supergravity. Howev
is simply a matter of performing a field redefinition to resolve this problem.11 The Lagrangian for
the bosonic sector of the massive type IIA supergravity can then be written as the follo
differential form:12








2 e5/2f̂ *̂ 1, ~25!
where the field strengths are given in terms of potentials by
F̂ (2)5dÂ(1)1m Â(2), F̂ (3)5dÂ(2) ,
F̂ (4)5dÂ(3)1Â(1)`dÂ(2)1
1
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dF̂(2)5m F̂(3) , dF̂(3)50, dF̂(4)5F̂ (2)`F̂ (3) , ~27!
and the field equations are
dF̂(6)52F̂ (3)`F̂ (4) , dF̂(8)52F̂ (3)`F̂ (6) ,
dF̂(7)52
1










2 e5/2f̂ *̂ l,
where we have defined the dual field strengths
F̂ (6)[e
1/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (4) , F̂ (8)[e
3/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (2) , F̂ (7)[e
2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3) . ~29!
This massive type IIA theory supports a ‘‘vacuum’’ solution, namely, the D8-brane,
dŝ10
2 5W2/25dxmdxm1dz
2, ef̂5W2 ~4/5!, ~30!





In fact the sign ofm must be opposite on opposite sides of the domain wall,
g5H 1625 k, z.0,
2 1625 k, z,0,
~32!
wherek is assumed to be positive. This means that one cannot strictly speaking view the d
wall as a solution within the massive type IIA theory as formulated in Ref. 10, since therem is a
fixed parameter in the Lagrangian. However, the theory can be re-expressed in a form
wherem is replaced by a 10-form field, with the mass parameter now arising as a const
integration. It now makes sense for the parameter to be only piecewise constant. In what fo
we shall implicitly assume that we are working with this reformulation of the theory, which all
~32! to hold.
Note that the nine-dimensional flat Minkowskian spacetimedxmdxm of the solution~30! can
be replaced by any Ricci-flat Minkowski-signatured space–time.13 On the other hand, it was
observed that domain walls associated with Dp-branes withp>6 cannot trap gravity. Neverthe
less, one can still obtain gravity on the world-volume in such a case by locating the bra
orbifold points, so that the space–time is compact.6 In this case, we would expect that the resulti
theory on the world-volume of the D8-brane would be the ungaugedN51, D59 supergravity.
We shall prove in the next subsection that this can indeed be obtained from the massive ty
theory via a consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction.
B. NÄ1 supergravity in DÄ9 from massive type IIA
We find that the following Kaluza–Klein ansatz for the ten-dimensional massive type
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W16/25F (2) , Â(3)5
1
4m
W32/25F (3) , ~33!
ef̂5W2 ~4/5! e2 ~7/8!A~2/7!f,
whereW is given by~31! andg is related tok by ~32!. Substituting this ansatz into the massi
type IIA equations of motion, we find that they are all satisfied provided that the nine-dimens
fieldsds9
2, w, F (2)5dA(1) andF (3)5dA(2)2
1
2 A(1)`F (2) satisfy the equations of motion of nine
dimensional ungauged simple supergravity. These equations can be derived from the Lagr
L95R * 12 12* df`df2 12 e2A~8/7!f * F (3)`F (3)2 12e2A~2/7!f * F (2)`F (2) . ~34!
C. Branes on the D8-brane
Having consistently embedded the ungaugedN51, D59 supergravity in massive type IIA
supergravity, we can lift all the solutions of this nine-dimensional theory back toD510. The
nine-dimensional theory supports BPSp-branes such as the string, 4-brane, black hole
5-brane. These solutions are straightforward and well known. When they are lifted back to
sive type IIA supergravity using the ansatz~33!, they can be viewed as branes living on t
D8-brane.
Case 1: String on the D8-brane:The solution of theD59 string lifted back toD510
becomes
dŝ10










This solution can be viewed as a D2-brane ending on the D8-brane, with the end points fo
a string. To see this, it is helpful to introduce a new coordinatey in place ofz, defined bydy
5 2425W
2 (1/25)dz, and hence
W5~11k uyu!25/24. ~36!
Using this variable, they-dependence of the metric is extracted as an overall conformal factor
we have
dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12@H2 ~5/8!~2dt21dx21dy2!1H3/8~dr21r 2dV6
2!#. ~37!
Case 2: 4-brane on the D8-brane:TheD59 4-brane solution~the magnetic dual of the string
solution!, lifted back toD510, becomes
dŝ10
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2 5~11kuyu!1/12@H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H5/8~dy21dr21r 2dV3
2!#. ~39!
Thus the solution can be viewed as a D4-brane intersecting with a D8-brane, with the D4
uniformly delocalized on the one-dimensional transverse space of the D8-brane.
In Case 1 above, the intersection of the D2-brane and the D8-brane is such that the
world-volume is a string, and the solution describes a D2-brane ending on the D8-brane. In
2, the intersection of the D4-brane and D8-brane is such that the overall world-volume is the
4-brane, and so the solution describes a D4-brane living in the D8-brane.
Case 3: Black hole on the D8-brane:The black hole solution of theD59 theory can be lifted
to D510, where it becomes
dŝ10










Using ~36!, the metric can be cast into the form,
dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12@2H2 ~13/8! dt21H2 ~5/8! dy21H3/8~dr21r 2dV7
2!#. ~41!
The solution can be viewed as the intersection of an NS–NS string and a D0-brane wi
D8-brane. In particular, the string NS–NS string ends on the D8-brane whilst the D0-brane










whereH0 and H1 are independent harmonic functions on the eight-dimensional common t
verse space of they coordinates. If these two harmonic functions are set equal,H05H15H, then
we obtain the structure found in~41!.
Case 4: 5-brane on the D8-brane:The 5-brane solution~the magnetic dual of the black hole!
can be lifted toD510, where it becomes
dŝ10











Using the redefinition~36!, the metric can be cast into the form
dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12„2H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H5/8dy21H13/8~dr21r 2dV2
2!…. ~44!
The solution can be viewed as an intersection of a NS–NS 5-brane and a D6-brane w
D8-brane. In particular, the NS–NS 5-brane lives in the D8-brane, whilst the D6-brane ends
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coordinates. In our case, the two harmonic functions are equal,H55H65H.!
Note that it is straightforward also to construct pp-wave and Taub-NUT solutions on
world-volume of the D8-brane.
IV. REDUCTIONS OF SU„2…-GAUGED DÄ8 SUPERGRAVITY
A. Brane-world reduction to DÄ7
Although there is no gauged supergravity in eight dimensions that admits a maxim
symmetric AdS8 solution, thereis a gauged theory that arises from the dimensional reductio
eleven-dimensional supergravity onS3.14 Since only the gauge bosons of the left-acting SU~2! of
the SO(4);SU(2)3SU(2) are retained in the truncation, the consistency of this reductio
D58 is guaranteed by the standard group-theoretic arguments of Ref. 15. The theory can
obtained from theS2 reduction of type IIA theory, and the SU~2! is the isometry group of the
2-sphere. The eleventh coordinate is the fibre coordinate of theS3, which can be viewed as a U~1!
bundle overS2.16 The eight-dimensional theory admits a dilatonic 6-brane domain-wall solu
and this provides a starting-point for the construction of a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reducti
D57.
The bosonic sector of the eight-dimensional theory contains the metric, a dilatonic scaw,
five further scalars that can be parameterized by a unimodular 333 symmetric matrixTi j , the
SU~2! Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)
i , three 2-form potentialsB(2)
i , and a 3-form potentialA(3) . The
description of the theory is a little involved, but the majority of the complications come from
scalarsTi j and the Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)
i that will in fact be set to zero in our brane-worl
Kaluza–Klein reduction toD57. It is not in general consistent inD58 to setTi j 5d i j and
A(1)
i 50 while keeping all the other fields nonvanishing, since the retained fields will act as so
for those that are set to zero. However, since in our brane-world reduction toD57 the ansatz for
the remaining nonvanishing eight-dimensional fields will be such that these source terms v
it is sufficient for our purposes to present the truncated eight-dimensional theory, togethe
constraints that will be identically satisfied by the brane-world reduction ansatz. These cons
are precisely the conditions that the sources that would have excited the truncated fields sh
zero.
It is in fact easy to obtain this truncation of the eight-dimensional gauged theory as aS3
reduction fromD511. The ansatz is given by
dŝ11








i `s i .
The quantitiess i are the three left-invariant 1-forms on the group manifold SU~2!, satisfying
ds i52
1
2 e i jk s j`sk . In terms of these, the unit metric onS3 can be written asdV3
25 14 s i s i .
Substituting the ansatz into the bosonic equations of motion of eleven-dimensional superg
dF̂(4)5
1
2F̂ (4)`F̂ (4) , R̂MN5
1
12 ~ F̂MN
2 2 112F̂ (4)
2 ĝMN!, ~47!
we find that the field equation forF̂ (4) implies




i 524g2 e2w* B(2)
i 22g F(4)`B(2)
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i [dB(2)
i . Note that the last equation in~48! is one of the constraints
that results from our having truncated out theTi j andA(1)
i fields. From the Einstein equation i























together with the further constraints
ew Fmnrs G
i nrs16g e i jk Gmrs
j Bk rs50,
ew Gmnr
i Gj mnr212g2 Bmn
i Bj mn50. ~50!
These come from the mixed and the purely internal components of the eleven-dimension
stein equation, respectively.
The eight-dimensional equations of motion admit a domain-wall ‘‘ground-state’’ solu
where all fields exceptds8
2 andw are set to zero, and
ds8
25W2/3dx•dx1dz2 , ew5W2, ~51!
where
W511k uzu , k25 94 g2. ~52!
Specifically,
g5H 23 k, z.0,
2 23 k, z,0 .
~53!
~As usual,g is allowed to have the necessary sign-change across the domain-wall provide
one thinks of obtaining the eight-dimensional gauged theory as anS3 reduction fromD511, since
theng arises as a constant of integration, rather than as a fixed parameter in the eight-dime
Lagrangian.!
This motivates the construction of the following brane-world reduction ansatz, to give
gauged seven-dimensionalN52 supergravity from the gauged eight-dimensional theory,
dŝ8










where we have now placed hats on all the eight-dimensional fields.
Substituting this ansatz into the equations of motion for the eight-dimensional gauged t
given above, we find that they are satisfied provided that the seven-dimensional fields sati
equations of motion of ungauged seven-dimensionalN52 supergravity. Specifically, these can b














It should be noted also that the ansatz~54! identically satisfies the constraint equations in~48! and
~50!, and so indeed our assumption that these would eventually be satisfied in the brane
reduction is justified. Note that the theory naturally arises with a 4-form field strength rather
the 3-form field strength that would naturally come from theT3 reduction of the heterotic theory
This suggests that the former and the latter can be related by a strong/weak duality.
Having obtained the brane-world reduction from eight-dimensional gauged supergravit
may now lift it back toD511, by using theS3 reduction ansatz~46!. Thus we find that the
eleven-dimensional fields are given in terms of seven-dimensional fields by
dŝ11
2 5e2A~8/45!f ds7






i `s i .
It is interesting to note that if we perform a coordinate transformation fromz to r , defined by
W2 (1/3) dz5dr, and hence
W5~g r !3/2, ~57!
then this ansatz for the reduction fromD511 to D57 becomes
dŝ11
2 5e2A8/45f ds7






r 2 F (2)
i `s i .
This is recognizable as a standard type of Kaluza–Klein reduction onT4, in which a truncation to
the fields ofN52 supergravity inD57 has been performed.
B. Brane-world reduction to DÄ7, from type IIA supergravity
Taking the results of the previous subsection, we can perform an additionalS1 Kaluza–Klein
reduction on the Hopf fibers of the compactifying 3-sphere that was used in the reduction
D511 toD58, thereby allowing us to obtain a brane-world reduction toD57 that can be viewed
as coming from type IIA supergravity compactified first onS2.
To implement this procedure, we first specialize some results for the Hopf reduction ofS3 that
were obtained in Ref. 17. In terms of Euler angles~u,w,c!, the three left-invariant 1-forms o
SU~2! can be written as
s15cosc du1sinc sinu dw,
s252sinc du1cosc sinu dw, ~59!
s35dc1cosu dw.
Clearly]/]w is a Killing vector for the 3-sphere metricdV3
25 14 s i s i , and it also leaves the 3-form
ansatz in~56! invariant. Letm i be three coordinates onR
3 subject to the constraintm i m i51, given
in terms ofu andc by
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s i52e i jk m j dmk1m i ~dw1cosu dc!. ~61!
We can now perform a Kaluza–KleinS1 reduction of the eleven-dimensional expressions~56!
on the Hopf fiber coordinatew, using the standard ansatz,
dŝ11
2 5e2 ~1/6! F ds̄10
2 1e~4/3! F ~dw1Ā(1)!2,
Â(3)5Ā(3)1Ā(2)`~dw1Ā(1)!, ~62!
whereF is the type IIA dilaton. Using~61!, we therefore obtain the following reduction ansatz
the fields of type IIA supergravity:
ds̄10
2 5W~1/6! @e2 ~9/8A10! f ds7
21W2 ~2/3! e~15/8A10! f dz21 14 g










g21 W4/3m i F (2)
i , ~63!
Ā(1)5 12 g21 cosu dc,
eF5W e~5/4A10! f,
where the unit 2-sphere metricdV2
2 is given by
dV2
25dm i dm i5du
21sin2 u dc2. ~64!
The ‘‘vacuum’’ solution, corresponding to the metric~63! with f50, can be viewed as the
near-horizon limit of a D6-brane.
C. Branes on the D6-brane
The D57, N52 supergravity admits membrane and string solutions supported by elect
magnetic charges forF (4) . When lifted back toD511, the membrane becomes an M2-bra
delocalised on a 4-hyperplane, whilst the string can be viewed as an M5-brane wrapped
4-hyperplane. The seven-dimensional theory also admits black hole and 3-brane solutions
can be viewed as intersections of two M2-branes, and intersections of two M5-branes, r
tively. From the type IIA point of view, they can be viewed as membranes, strings, black ho
3-branes living in a D6-brane.
V. REDUCTIONS OF GAUGED MAXIMAL DÄ7 SUPERGRAVITY
A. Gauged maximal seven-dimensional supergravity
The bosonic Lagrangian for maximal SO~5!-gauged supergravity inD57 can be written as









e i j 1¯ j 4 Ŝ(3)
i `F̂ (2)
j 1 j 2`F̂ (2)
j 3 j 41
1
g

















The potentialV is given by
V5 12 g
2~2Ti j Ti j 2~Tii !
2!, ~67!
andV (7) is a Chern–Simons-type of term built from the Yang–Mills fields, which has the p




4 d i 1i 2kl
j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 F̂ (2)
i 1i 2`F̂ (2)
j 1 j 2`F̂ (2)
j 3 j 4`dÂ(1)
kl . ~68!
An explicit expression forV (7) can be found in Ref. 18 Note that theS(3)
i are viewed as funda
mental fields in the Lagrangian. The symmetric unimodular SO~5!-valued tensorTi j describes the
14 scalar fields.
Let us now set the SO~5! Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)
i j to zero, and take the scalars to be trivi
also,Ti j 5d i j . This is not in general a consistent truncation, since the remaining fieldsŜ(3)
i would
act as sources for the Yang–Mills and scalar fields that have been set to zero. If we impo
these source terms vanish, i.e.,
Ŝ(3)
i `Ŝ(3)
j 50, *̂ Ŝ(3)
i `Ŝ(3)
j 50, ~69!
then the truncation will be consistent.~As we shall see below, these sources terms will ind
vanish in the brane-world reduction that we shall be considering.! The remaining equations o
motion following from ~65! are then
d*̂ Ŝ(3)
i 50, dŜ(3)












B. Chiral NÄ„2,0… supergravity from DÄ7
We find that the following Kaluza–Klein ansatz for the seven-dimensional fields yiel





i 5e22k uzu F (3)
i , ~71!
Â(1)
i j 50, Ti j 5d i j ,
where the constantk is related to the gauge coupling constantg by
g5H 22k, z.0 ,
12k, z,0.
~72!
Substituting this ansatz into the field equations of seven-dimensional SO~5!-gauged supergravity
we find that all the equations are consistently satisfied provided that the six-dimensional fields6
2
andF (3)
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F (3)
i `F (3)
j 50 for any pair of self-dual 3-forms. Of course the self-duality of theF (3)
i fields also
implies one cannot write a covariant Lagrangian for this theory.
Since we know the exact embedding of seven-dimensional maximal SO~5!-gauged supergrav
ity in D511, via theS4 reduction, we can lift the above ansatz to an embedding in ele
dimensional supergravity. Using theS4 reduction ansatz, we therefore obtain
dŝ11
2 5e22k uzu ds6





e i 1¯ i 5 m i 1 dm i 2`¯`dm i 52g
21 d~m i e
22k uzu F (3)
i !,
wherem i are coordinates onR
5, subject to the constraint
m i m i51, ~75!
which defines the unit 4-sphere.
C. Five-dimensional NÄ4 ungauged supergravity from SO „5…-gauged DÄ6
supergravity
By dimensionally reducing the embedding~74! of six-dimensional chiralN5(2,0) supergrav-
ity on a circle in the six-dimensional space–time, we can obtain an embedding of five-dimen
N54 supergravity in type IIA supergravity. Thus we begin by performing a standardS1 Kaluza–





i 5e24a f *̃ F̃ (2)
i 1F̃ (2)
i `~dx51A(1)!, ~76!
where a51/(2A6) and F̃ (2)
i 5dÃ(1)
i . ~Note that the form of the reduction ansatz for the s
dimensional fieldsF (3)
i is dictated by the fact that they are self-dual.! The theory that results from
this dimensional reduction is ungaugedN54 supergravity inD55. It is straightforward to show
that the equations of motion inD55 that follow from substituting~76! into ~73! are derivable
from the Lagrangian,
L55R̃ *̃ 12 12*̃ df`df2 12 e24a f *̃ F̃ (2)i `F̃ (2)i 2 12 e8a f *̃ F(2)`F(2)2 12F̃ (2)i `F̃ (2)i `A(1) ,
~77!
whereF(2)5dA(1) .
We now substitute~76! into ~74!, and compare it with a standard Kaluza–KleinS1 reduction
from D511 to D510,
dŝ11
2 5e2 ~1/6! F ds10
2 1e~4/3! F ~dx51A(1)!
2,
~78!
F̂ (4)5F (4)1F (3)`~dx51A(1)!.
By doing this, we arrive at the ansatz for the embedding of the five-dimensional ungaugN
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2 5e2 ~9/4! k uzu2 ~5/4! a f ds̃5




e i 1¯ i 5 m i 1 dm i 2`¯`dm i 52g
21 e24a f d~m i e




21 d~m i e
22k uzu F̃ (2)
i !,
F25F(2) , eF5e2 ~3/4! k uzu e~9/2! a f.
D. Chiral NÄ„2,0… supergravity from type IIA NS5-brane
We showed in Sec. V B that the chiral~2,0! six-dimensional supergravity can be obtained
a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction from maximal gauged supergravity inD57, and in turn,
this can be obtained as anS4 reduction fromD511. It was shown recently that one can take
singular limit of the S4 reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity, in which the 4-sph
degenerates toS33R.19 The reduction can then be reinterpreted as anS3 reduction of type IIA
supergravity, yielding a maximal SO~4!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits a domain-wall
but notAdS7 , as a solution. One may refer to this theory as a ‘‘domain-wall’’ supergravity.
By applying this limiting procedure in the context of the brane-world reduction to the~2,0!
supergravity inD56 that we constructed in Secs. V A and V B, we can now obtain a brane-w
reduction of theD57 domain-wall supergravity to the~2,0! theory inD56. Furthermore, we can
lift this back, via itsS3 embedding, to an ansatz for type IIA supergravity. Rather than repea
the details of how the singular limit is taken here, we shall simply quote and make use
general results already obtained in Ref. 19.
We begin by considering the brane-world reduction of the maximal seven-dimensional S~4!-
gauged domain-wall supergravity. As in our previous examples, many of the fields are set t
in the brane-world reduction, and so rather than presenting the full seven-dimensional
obtained in Ref. 19, we shall instead give it in an already-truncated form, where all bu
participating fields have already been set to zero. As usual, we should add the cautionary
that one cannot in general consistently set these fields to zero while allowing the remaining
to take generic configurations. But in anticipation of the fact that the brane-world reductionwill be
consistent, we can make the truncation provided that we take note also of the consequent r
constraints, which will be satisfied by the brane-world reduction ansatz.
In this spirit, we therefore set to zero all the fields of the seven-dimensional SO~4!-gauged
domain-wall supergravity constructed in Ref. 19 except for the metric, the dilatonic scalar fief,
and the 3-formsS(3)
0 andS(3)
a . Note thatS(3)
0 is viewed as a 3-form field strength that is deriv
from a 2-form potential, whilst the four 3-formsS(3)
a are viewed as independent fields in their ow
right, which satisfy first-order equations of motion. Definingg5A2/5, we read off from Ref. 19
that the equations of motion for these remaining fields will be
d*̂ df52g e22g f *̂ S(3)
0 `S(3)
0 1 14 g e
~1/2! g f *̂ S(3)
a `S(3)
a 24g g2 eg f *̂ 1,











22g f @SM PQ
0 SN
0 PQ2 215 ~S(3)
0 !2 ĝMN#
1 14 e
~1/2! g f @SM PQ
a SN




2 eg f ĝMN .
~Note that we have placed hats on all quantities associated with the seven-dimensional me
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dŝ7
25W2 dx•dx1dz2, e2g f5W2, whereW511k uzu andk254g2/25. This provides the basi
for the brane-world reduction ansatz toD56. Specifically, we find that all the equations given
~80! are satisfied if we make the following ansatz:
dŝ7
25W2 ds6









i satisfy the equations of motion of ungauged six-dimensional~2,0!
supergravity, as given in~73!. Note that here, the indexi on F (3)
i runs over the five valuesi
5(0,a).
We can also use the results in Ref. 19 to lift the seven-dimensional fields to those o
dimensional type IIA supergravity. For the truncated system that we are considering here, w
that the embedding is simply given by
ds̄10
2 5e~3/8! g f ds7
21g22 e2 ~5/8! g f dV3
2,
eF5e~5/4! g f, Ā(1)50,
~82!
F̄ (4)52e







wherema denote Cartesian coordinates onR
4 subject to the constraintma ma51 that defines the
unit 3-sphere with metricdV3
2 and volume formV (3) . The barred fields are those of type II
supergravity, withF being the type IIA dilaton.
Substituting our brane-world reduction ansatz~81! into this, we obtain the following brane
world embedding of six-dimensional~2,0! supergravity in type IIA supergravity:
ds̄10
2 5W~5/4! ~ds6












E. Chiral NÄ„1,0… supergravity from heterotic 5-brane
It was shown in Refs. 20, 21, 19 that one can obtain the chiralN5(1,0) theory from theN
52 SU~2!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits anAdS7 vacuum solution, via a brane-worl
Kaluza–Klein reduction. There is also an SU~2!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits a
domain wall instead ofAdS7 as a vacuum solution. This theory can be obtained from theS
3
reduction ofN51 supergravity inD510, and its domain-wall solution is therefore theS3 reduc-
tion of the heterotic 5-brane. Clearly it can also obtained from the truncation of theN54 SO~4!-
gauged maximal supergravity discussed in the previous subsection. It is straightforward to
the seven-dimensional theory or the heterotic theory inD510 on the world-volume of the 5-bran
and obtain the chiralN5(1,0) supergravity. The reduction ansatz is identical to that of Sec. V
but with all the fields that carry the indexa set to zero.
Both the~2,0! and ~1,0! theories admit a self-dual string solution inD56. This solution can
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D510 instead, it can be viewed as a self-dual string living in the NS5-brane or the het
5-brane.
F. NÄ„1,1… supergravity from DÄ7 gauged supergravity
So far, we obtained the chiral ungauged supergravity inD56 from gauged supergravity in
D57, which itself can be obtained fromS4 reduction of M-theory, or theS3 reduction of the type
IIA or heterotic theories. There also exist gauged supergravities inD57 that give rise instead to
the N5(1,1) nonchiral theory in six dimensions, through a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduc
One example is the SU~2!-gauged supergravity that is theS1 reduction of eight-dimensiona
SU~2!-gauged supergravity, which itself can be obtained from theS3 reduction of eleven-
dimensional supergravity,14 as we discussed in Sec. IV. This is because the brane-world redu
of the eight-dimensional gauged supergravity gives rise toN52 supergravity inD57. If we
perform a furtherS1 reduction on a brane-world direction, the bulk gauged-supergravity iD
58 becomes a gaugedN54 supergravity inD57, whilst the world-volume seven-dimension
ungauged theory becomes theN5(1,1) ungauged theory inD56.
There should also be an SO~4!-gauged supergravity inD57 that gives rise to theN5(1,1)
theory in D56. This can be obtained from theS3 reduction of the type IIB theory. The bulk
T-duality of the type IIA and type IIB theories then translates into a T-duality between thN
5(1,1) andN5(2,0) theories in the 5-brane world-volume.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have constructed several new examples of brane-world Kaluza–Kle
ductions. Our focus was to construct the reductions with larger supersymmetry and in d
dimensions that in general involve consistent Kaluza–Klein reductions with dilatonic codime
one objects, thus extending the results obtained in Ref. 3 in several ways. Specifically, w
shown that it is possible to construct consistent brane-world reductions of five-dimensioN
58 SO~6!-gauged supergravity to ungaugedN54 supergravity inD54; of massive type IIA
supergravity to ungaugedN51 supergravity inD59; of eight-dimensionalN52 SU~2!-gauged
supergravity to ungaugedN52 supergravity inD57; and of seven-dimensionalN54 SO~5!-
gauged supergravity to ungaugedN52 supergravity inD56. In all these cases, just as in th
original examples constructed in Ref. 3, the degree of ungauged supersymmetry in the
dimension is one-half of the gauged one in the higher dimension, and in this paper we
focused mainly on the supergravity multiplets.
A simple calculation shows that for any brane-world~codimension one! reduction ansatz of
the form
dŝ25e22k uzu ds21dz2, ~84!




abcd24k2 e2k uzu R12D~D21! k4 ~85!
in the bulk, whereRabcd andR are the Riemann tensor and Ricci scalar of the reduced metricds
2.
This implies that any curvature of the lower-dimensional metric for whichRabcdR
abcd or R is
nonzero, no matter how small, will lead to curvature singularities in the higher-dimensional m
on the Cauchy horizons atz56`. These singularities were discussed in detail for a Schwa
child black hole on the brane in Ref. 22. In Ref. 23, it was argued that such curvature singul
on the horizons arise as an artifact of considering only the zero-mode of the metric tensor, a
if the massive Kaluza–Klein modes are taken into account they could actually become dom
near the horizons, and may lead to a finite curvature there. The results of Ref. 3 and this
suggest that the phenomenon of diverging curvature on the Cauchy horizons for the AdS d
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consistent embeddings in which the massive Kaluza–Klein modes can be consistently dec
This implies that there certainly exist exact solutions on the brane-world where Kaluza–
modes do not enter the picture, even at the nonlinear level. For these solutions, the curvatu
inevitably diverge at the horizons. It becomes necessary, therefore, either to live with these~null!
singularities or else to find a principle, perhaps based on the imposition of appropriate bou
conditions, for rejecting the solutions of this type.~Let us also remark that a deviation of th
dilatonic domain wall solutions from the flat~BPS!-limit generically introduces naked
singularities,24 again pointing towards difficulties with the interpretation of such solutions wit
a more realistic set-up.! It should be emphasized, however, that regardless of the physical q
tions that are prompted by these results, the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions remain
mathematical constructs in their own right. In fact as relatively simple examples of cons
reductions that have no obvious group-theoretic explanation, they can be viewed as precur
the remarkable examples of consistent reductions on spheres.
Finally, we again emphasize that the absolute-value sign in Eq.~84! for the brane-world
metrics in the AdS codimension one brane~as well as dilatonic examples as discussed in the t!
actually requires an explicit delta function source to support such aZ2-symmetric codimension
one object that in turn allows for the trapping of gravity on the world-volume of the brane~at z
50!. The understanding of such delta-function sources in the lower dimension may req
subtle interpretation in terms of fundamental sources, such as D-brane sources of the
dimensional theory.25 Nevertheless, the consistency of the Kaluza–Klein reduction in the bulk~for
zÞ0! is valid quite independently of the origin of the domain wall sources.
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